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Circle all the errors in the sentence below.1.
Re-write the sentence and correct the
mistakes to add the missing spaces between
the words.

2.

 Bonus: Share your fun fact!3.

Space Between Words - Easy

Owls  cansee  inthe  dark.    
                                     

Giraffes  havelong  necks,   
butalsohave  bighearts.       

Circle all the errors in the sentence below.1.
Re-write the sentence and correct the mistakes
to add the missing spaces between words.

2.

 Bonus: Share your fun fact!3.
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Space Between Words
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Circle all the errors in the sentence below.1.
Re-write the sentence and correct the
mistakes to add the missing spaces between
the words.

2.

 Bonus: Share your fun fact!3.

Beeshelp  plants  makefruits      
and  seedsbymoving  pollenfrom  
oneflower  to  another.             

Space Between Words 
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Circle all the errors in the sentence below.1.
Re-write the sentences and correct the
mistakes to add the missing spaces between
the words.

2.

 Bonus: Share your fun fact!3.

Cheetahs  arethe  fastest  land
animals.  Theycanrun  asfastas  
70  milesper  hour!                  

Space Between Words 
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Circle all the errors in the sentence below.1.
Re-write the sentences and correct the
mistakes to add the missing spaces between
the words.

2.

 Bonus: Share your fun fact!3.

Though  ithas  shortarms,  the  
TyrannosaurusRex  has  the      
strongest  bitein  allofhistory.   

Space Between Words 



The  sunisa       big,  brightstar
in  thesky.  Itgives  us       light
andwarmth  every  day.  During  
the          day,  wecansee   the
sun  shininghigh          above.     
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Circle all the errors in the sentence below.1.
Re-write the sentences and correct the
mistakes to add the correct-sized spaces
between the words.                            
HINT: there are 13 mistakes.

2.

 Bonus: Share your fun fact!3.

Space Between Words 
Mixed Errors - Advanced
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Space           isvast  andfull  of
exciting  thingslike          planets
andgalaxies.  Astronautsgo  to   
spaceto  explore  theseamazing  
places.Imagine  flyingamong  the
stars             anddiscovering   
newworlds!                            

Circle all the errors in the sentence below.1.
Re-write the sentences and correct the
mistakes to add the correct-sized spaces
between the words.                               
HINT: there are 14 mista kes.

2.

 Bonus: Share your fun fact!3.

Space Between Words 
Mixed Errors - Advanced


